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This book is based on original research into intimidation and
violence directed at civilians by combatants during the
revolutionary period in Ireland, considering this from the
perspectives of the British, the Free State and the IRA. The
book combines qualitative and quantitative approaches, and
focusses on County Kerry, which saw high levels of violence.
It demonstrates that violence and intimidation against civilians
was more common than clashes between combatants and
that the upsurge in violence in 1920 was a result of the
deployment of the Black and Tans and Auxiliaries, particularly
in the autumn and winter of that year. Despite the limited
threat posed by the IRA, the British forces engaged in
unprecedented and unprovoked violence against civilians.
This study stresses the increasing brutality of the subsequent
violence by both sides. The book shows how the British had
similar methods and views as contemporary counter-
revolutionary groups in Europe. IRA violence, however, was,
in part, an attempt to impose homogeneity as, beneath the
Irish republican narrative of popular approval, there lay a
recognition that universal backing was never in fact present.
The book is important reading for students and scholars of
the Irish revolution, the social history of Ireland and inter-war
European violence.
This andbook provides the most comprehensive coverage of
Irish politics and society to date, and is the go-to resource for
academics, students, policy-makers, and journalists.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
This book is the first to deal with physical culture in an Irish
context, covering educational, martial and recreational
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histories. Deemed by many to be a precursor to the modern
interest in health and gym cultures, physical culture was a
late nineteenth and early twentieth century interest in
personal health which spanned national and transnational
histories. It encompassed gymnasiums, homes, classrooms,
depots and military barracks. Prior to this work, physical
culture's emergence in Ireland has not received thorough
academic attention. Addressing issues of gender, childhood,
nationalism, and commerce, this book is unique within an
Irish context in studying an Irish manifestation of a global
phenomenon. Tracing four decades of Irish history, the work
also examines the influence of foreign fitness entrepreneurs
in Ireland and contrasts them with their Irish counterparts.
Wherever they settled, immigrants from Ireland and their
descendants shaped and reshaped their understanding of
being Irish in response to circumstances in both the old and
new worlds. In A Land of Dreams, Patrick Mannion analyzes
and compares the evolution of Irish identity in three
communities on the prow of northeastern North America: St
John’s, Newfoundland, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and Portland,
Maine, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
These three port cities, home to diverse Irish populations in
different stages of development and in different national
contexts, provide a fascinating setting for a study of
intergenerational ethnicity. Mannion traces how Irishness
could, at certain points, form the basis of a strong, cohesive
identity among Catholics of Irish descent, while at other times
it faded into the background. Although there was a consistent,
often romantic gaze across the Atlantic to the old land, many
of the organizations that helped mediate large-scale public
engagement with the affairs of Ireland – especially Irish
nationalist associations – spread from further west on the
North American mainland. Irish ethnicity did not, therefore,
develop in isolation, but rather as a result of a complex
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interplay of local, regional, national, and transnational
networks. This volume shows that despite a growing
generational distance, Ireland remained “a land of dreams”
for many immigrants and their descendants. They were
connected to a transnational Irish diaspora well into the
twentieth century.
The goal of this anthology is to present a wealth of poetry,
prose, and drama from the full sweep of the literary history of
the British Isles and its empire, and to do so in ways that will
bring out both the works' original cultural contexts and their
lasting aesthetic power.-Pref.
This major new study presents a political and cultural history
of some of Ireland's key national theatre projects from the
1890s to the 1990s. Impressively wide-ranging in coverage,
Theatre and the State in Twentieth-Century Ireland:
Cultivating the People includes discussions on: *the politics of
the Irish literary movement at the Abbey Theatre before and
after political independence; *the role of a state-sponsored
theatre for the post-1922 unionist government in Northern
Ireland; *the convulsive effects of the Northern Ireland conflict
on Irish theatre. Lionel Pilkington draws on a combination of
archival research and critical readings of individual plays,
covering works by J. M. Synge, Sean O'Casey, Lennox
Robinson, T. C. Murray, George Shiels, Brian Friel, and Frank
McGuinness. In its insistence on the details of history, this is
a book important to anyone interested in Irish culture and
politics in the twentieth century.
This final volume in the Cambridge History of Ireland covers
the period from the 1880s to the present. Based on the most
recent and innovative scholarship and research, the many
contributions from experts in their field offer detailed and fresh
perspectives on key areas of Irish social, economic, religious,
political, demographic, institutional and cultural history. By
situating the Irish story, or stories - as for much of these
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decades two Irelands are in play - in a variety of contexts,
Irish and Anglo-Irish, but also European, Atlantic and, latterly,
global. The result is an insightful interpretation on the
emergence and development of Ireland during these often
turbulent decades. Copiously illustrated, with special features
on images of the 'Troubles' and on Irish art and sculpture in
the twentieth century, this volume will undoubtedly be hailed
as a landmark publication by the most recent generation of
historians of Ireland.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
This book examines how child protection law has been
shaped by the transition to late modernity and how it copes
with the ever-changing concept of risk. The book traces the
evolution of the contemporary child protection system through
historical changes, assessing the factors that have influenced
the development of legal responses to abuse over a 130-year
period. It does so by focussing on the Republic of Ireland
where child protection has become emblematic of wider
social change. The work draws on a wide range of primary
and secondary sources including legislation, case law and
official and media reports of child protection inquiries. It also
utilises insights developed through an extensive examination
of parliamentary debates on child protection matters. These
materials are assessed through the lens of critical discourse
analysis to explore the relationship between law, social policy
and social theory as they effect child protection. While the
book utilises primarily Irish sources, this multidisciplinary
approach ensures the argument has international
applicability. The book will be a valuable resource for all those
with an interest in the development of child protection law.
This is the story of Mayo men and women active during the
War of Independence and the Civil War, a story largely untold
or forgotten. Throughout, there is an attempt at real insight
into the lives of participants. The establishment and
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acceptance of the Garda Síochána and how Mayo adapted to
peace while hundreds of Mayo men and women were still
imprisoned is explored. The myth that little or nothing
happened in Mayo during these troubled times is dispelled
forever. • First factual account of War of Independence and
Civil War in Mayo • This book is explosive (Taoiseach Enda
Kenny, at the launch of the book) •
"Plays: Juno and the paycock, The plough and the stars,The
silver tassie, Within the gates, Purple dust, Red roses for me.
Cock-a-doodle dandy, Bedtime story, The drums of Father
Ned": p.1-529.
Was there an Irish Revolution, and - if so - what kind of
revolution was it? What motivated revolutionaries and those
who supported them? How was the war fought and ended?
What have been the repercussions for unionists, women and
modern Irish politics? These questions are here addressed by
leading historians of the period through both detailed
assessments of specific incidents and wide-ranging analysis
of key themes. The Irish Revolution, 1913-1923 provides the
most up-to-date answers to, and debate on, the fundamental
questions relating to this formative period in Irish history.
Clear coverage of the historiography and a detailed
chronology make this book ideal for classroom use. The Irish
Revolution is essential reading for students and scholars of
modern Ireland, and for all those interested in the study of
revolution.
Ireland's Independence, 1880-1923Introductions to History
This educational edition, with the full play text and an
introduction to the playwright, features a detailed analysis of
the language, structure and characters of the play, and
textual notes explaining difficult words and references. It
contains: - The full playtext - An introduction to the playwright,
his background and his work - A detailed analysis of
language, structure and characters in the play - Features of
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performance - Textual notes explaining difficult words and
references Professor Murray's notes, to be read alongside the
full playtext provided here, will enable students to better
understand, appreciate, enjoy and write about O'Casey's
greatest play.
To what extent did the Irish disappear from English politics,
life and consciousness following the Anglo-Irish War? Mo
Moulton offers a new perspective on this question through an
analysis of the process by which Ireland and the Irish were
redefined in English culture as a feature of personal life and
civil society rather than a political threat. Considering the Irish
as the first postcolonial minority, she argues that the Irish
case demonstrates an English solution to the larger problem
of the collapse of multi-ethnic empires in the twentieth
century. Drawing on an array of new archival evidence,
Moulton discusses the many varieties of Irishness present in
England during the 1920s and 1930s, including working-class
republicans, relocated southern loyalists, and Irish
enthusiasts. The Irish connection was sometimes repressed,
but it was never truly forgotten; this book recovers it in
settings as diverse as literary societies, sabotage campaigns,
drinking clubs, and demonstrations.
Reframing Irish Youth in the Sixties focuses on the position of
youth in the Republic of Ireland at a time when the meaning
of youth was changing internationally. It argues that the
reformulation of youth as a social category was a key element
of social change. While emigration was the key youth issue of
the 1950s, in this period young people became a pivotal point
around which a new national project of economic growth
hinged. Transnational ideas and international models
increasingly framed Irish attitudes to young people's
education, welfare and employment. At the same time Irish
youths were participants in a transnational youth culture that
appeared to challenge the status quo. This book examines
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the attitudes of those in government, the media, in civil
society organisations and religious bodies to youth and young
people, addressing new manifestations of youth culture and
new developments in youth welfare work. In using youth as a
lens, this book takes an innovative approach that enables a
multi-faceted examination of the sixties, providing fresh
perspectives on key social changes and cultural continuities.
This is a 3-volume book. First Published in 2015. Routledge is
an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an Informa company.
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was an era of
continuity as well as change. Though properly portrayed as
the era of 'Protestant Ascendancy' it embraces two phases -
the eighteenth century when that ascendancy was at its peak;
and the nineteenth century when the Protestant elite
sustained a determined rear-guard defence in the face of the
emergence of modern Catholic nationalism. Employing a
chronology that is not bound by traditional datelines, this
volume moves beyond the familiar political narrative to
engage with the economy, society, population, emigration,
religion, language, state formation, culture, art and
architecture, and the Irish abroad. It provides new and
original interpretations of a critical phase in the emergence of
a modern Ireland that, while focused firmly on the island and
its traditions, moves beyond the nationalist narrative of the
twentieth century to provide a history of late early modern
Ireland for the twenty-first century.
Between 1919 and 1923, Ireland was engulfed by violence as
the Irish Republican Army (IRA) fought a guerrilla campaign
against the British state and later fellow Irishmen and women
in pursuit of an Irish Republic. Police barracks and
government offices were attacked and burned, soldiers and
policemen were killed and the economic and social life of the
country was dislocated. Britain itself was a theatre in the war
too. 'In the heart of enemy lines', as one IRA leader put it,
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cities such as London, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, Glasgow and their environs saw the
establishment of IRA companies, Irish Republican
Brotherhood circles, Cumann na mBan branches and Na
Fianna Éireann troops. Composed of Irish emigrants and the
descendants of emigrants, these organizations worked to
help their comrades across the Irish Sea. Their most
important activity was gunrunning, acquiring and smuggling
weapons to Ireland. In November 1920, setting fire to
warehouses and timber yards in Liverpool, they launched a
campaign of violence. Meanwhile, mass-membership
organizations such as the Irish Self-Determination League of
Great Britain and Sinn Féin sought to persuade the British
public of Ireland's right to independence. Republican leaders
such as Michael Collins, Rory O'Connor and Liam Mellows
took a keen interest in these exploits. Making extensive use
of archival sources and memoirs, The IRA in Britain is the first
book to study this little known aspect of the Irish
Revolutionary period. Tracing the history of the Irish
Volunteers in Britain from their establishment in 1914 and
participation in the Easter Rising two years later, through the
weapons' smuggling activities and violent operations of the
War of Independence to the bitter divisions of the Civil War
and the response of the authorities, The IRA in Britain
highlights the important role played by those outside of
Ireland in the Revolution.
Over the past four centuries botanists and gardeners in the
British Isles have gathered, maintained and propagated many
varying species of plants. Their work has been documented in
innumerable books and articles which are often difficult to
trace. The Dictionary of British and Irish Botanists and
Horticulturalists represents a time-saving reference source for
those who wish to discover more about the lives and
achievements of the horticulturalists listed. The dictionary's
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utility comes not only from indicating the major publications of
the named authors, but also the location of their herbaria and
manuscripts.; The previous 1977 edition of the Dictionary has
for many years been a much used source of information for
botanists, botanic artists and archivists. In this revised edition
the scope has been expanded to include among its 13,000
entries flower painters in addition to botanical artists over
1400 entries and, for the first time, garden designers.; Finally
the Dictionary should have international appeal since so
many botanists and gardeners worked on collective plants
overseas, in particular in North America and the British
Commonwealth.; Each entry gives, wherever possible, details
of dates and places of birth and death, educational
qualifications, professional posts, honours and awards,
publications, location of plant collections, manuscripts,
drawings and portraits. Its main function, however, is to
provide further biographical references to books and
periodicals. Comprehensive classified indices facilitate
access by professions and activities, countries, and plant
interests.
This Guide surveys existing criticism and theory, making
clear the key critical debates, themes and issues
surrounding a wide variety of Irish poets, playwrights and
novelists. It relates Irish literature to debates surrounding
issues such as national identity, modernity and the
Revival period, armed struggle, gender, sexuality and
post colonialism.
Seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject
American Studies - Culture and Applied Geography,
grade: 2 (B), http://www.uni-jena.de/ (Institute for
Anglistics/American Studies), course: S: 'Rule,
Britannia...' English Cultural History, ca. 1815 - 1900, 13
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entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract:
The history of Ireland is a turbulent one full of mysterious
customs, fiery battles and unwavering pride. Many
events have given account to the repeated struggle of
the Irish people against invasion and the loss of their
freedom. Such an incident also took place in the year
1916. It was probably one of the most important
occurrences in Irish history, and it shaped the future of
the country for many years to come, all the way until the
present time. The event in question is until today known
as the Easter Rising. On Easter Monday, the 24 April
1916, a siege was organized that lasted only for 5 days
and ended in a massacre. However, the consequences
of this comparatively small act of revolution were
enormous. The Easter rising heavily influenced the
political relations between Ireland and England during
the years that followed, and was the foundation stone of
Ireland’s militant fight for independence. The aim of this
paper will be to show that the Easter Rebellion of 1916
was the crucial event in the history of modern Ireland,
and that it profoundly shaped political relations with
England for many years afterwards. The first chapter will
consist of a synopsis of the proceedings leading up to
the rising, and the naming of possible reasons for the
rebellion. Following will be a recount of the happenings
on that fateful Easter Monday and the four days after,
including the results of the upheaval and the subsequent
reactions of the British government. Lastly it will be dealt
with the consequences of the Easter rebellion, and how it
influenced the political proceedings in the years following
1916.
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'A very good book and one well worth reading.' Books
Ireland'An excellent counter-weight to the mass of
Collins biography which forgets the revolutionary period.'
Dr Mike Cronin, Sheffield Hallam University'An essential
addition to the library of any progressive interested in
Ireland.' Morning Star'For the first time in one book there
is a full account of the strikes, factory occupations and
land seizures which shook Irish society.' Socialist
Review'A wealth of information.' Workers
SolidarityContents: Prelude to Rev * Growing Discontent
* Sectarianism * Limerick Soviet * Repression &
Resistance * War of Independence * Labour, Nationalism
& Unionism * Truce to Treaty * Syndicalism & Civil War
The study of Irish history, once riven and constricted, has
recently enjoyed a resurgence, with new practitioners,
new approaches, and new methods of investigation. The
Oxford Handbook of Modern Irish History represents the
diversity of this emerging talent and achievement by
bringing together 36 leading scholars of modern Ireland
and embracing 400 years of Irish history, uniting early
and late modernists as well as contemporary historians.
The Handbook offers a set of scholarly perspectives
drawn from numerous disciplines, including history,
political science, literature, geography, and the Irish
language. It looks at the Irish at home as well as in their
migrant and diasporic communities. The Handbook
combines sets of wide thematic and interpretative
essays, with more detailed investigations of particular
periods. Each of the contributors offers a summation of
the state of scholarship within their subject area, linking
their own research insights with assessments of future
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directions within the discipline. In its breadth and depth
and diversity, The Oxford Handbook of Modern Irish
History offers an authoritative and vibrant portrayal of the
history of modern Ireland.
The contributors to this collection look into the
experiences of women in the Western world going
through pregnancy and birth over the last hundred years.
This is a comprehensive and nuanced historical survey
of the death penalty in Ireland from the immediate post-
Civil War period through to its complete abolition. Using
original archival material, this book sheds light on the
various social, legal and political contexts in which the
death penalty operated and was discussed. In Ireland
the death penalty served a dual function: as an
instrument of punishment in the civilian criminal justice
system, and as a weapon to combat periodic threats to
the security of the state posed by the IRA. Through close
examination of cases dealt with in the ordinary criminal
courts, this study elucidates ideas of class, gender,
community and sanity and explores their impact on the
administration of justice. The application of the death
penalty also had a strong political dimension, most
evident in the enactment of emergency legislation and
the setting up of military courts specifically aimed at the
IRA. As the book demonstrates, the civilian and the
political strands converged in the story of the abolition of
the death penalty in Ireland. Long after decision-makers
accepted that the death penalty was no longer an
acceptable punishment for 'ordinary' cases of murder,
lingering anxieties about the threat of subversives
dictated the pace of abolition and the scope of the
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relevant legislation.
This electronic version has been made available under a
Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license.
The introduction of co-operative societies into the Irish
countryside during the late-nineteenth century
transformed rural society and created an enduring
economic legacy. Civilising rural Ireland challenges
predominant narratives of Irish history that explain the
emergence of the nation-state through the lens of
political conflict and violence. Instead the book takes as
its focus the numerous leaders, organisers, and
members of the Irish co-operative movement. Together
these people captured the spirit of change as they
created a modern Ireland through their reorganisation of
the countryside, the spread of new economic ideas, and
the promotion of mutually-owned businesses. Besides
giving a comprehensive account of the co-operative
movement’s introduction to Irish society the book offers
an analysis of the importance of these radical economic
ideas upon political Irish nationalism.
The thousand years explored in this book witnessed
developments in the history of Ireland that resonate to this
day. Interspersing narrative with detailed analysis of key
themes, the first volume in The Cambridge History of Ireland
presents the latest thinking on key aspects of the medieval
Irish experience. The contributors are leading experts in their
fields, and present their original interpretations in a fresh and
accessible manner. New perspectives are offered on the
politics, artistic culture, religious beliefs and practices, social
organisation and economic activity that prevailed on the
island in these centuries. At each turn the question is asked:
to what extent were these developments unique to Ireland?
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The openness of Ireland to outside influences, and its
capacity to influence the world beyond its shores, are
recurring themes. Underpinning the book is a comparative,
outward-looking approach that sees Ireland as an integral but
exceptional component of medieval Christian Europe.
It has often been argued that 'modern' leisure was born in the
period from the mid-nineteenth century to the outbreak of
World War One. Then, it has been suggested, that if leisure
was not 'invented' its forms and meanings changed. Despite
the recent expansion of the literature on Irish popular cultures
- perhaps most strikingly sport - the conceptions, purposes,
and practical manifestations of leisure among the Irish during
this critical period have yet to receive the attention they
deserve. This collection represents an attempt to address
this. In twelve essays that explore vibrant expressions of
associational culture, the emergence of new leisure spaces,
literary manifestations and representations of leisure, the
pleasures and purposes of travel, and the leisure pursuits of
elite women the collection offers a variety of perspectives on
the volume's theme. As becomes apparent in these studies,
all manner of activity, from music to football, reading to dining,
travel to photography, dancing to dining, visiting to cycling,
child's play to fighting and attitudes to these were shaped not
just by the drive to pleasure but by ideas of class,
respectability, improvement and social control as well as
political, social, educational, medical and religious ideologies.
In this important work of deep learning and insight, David
Brundage gives us the first full-scale history of Irish
nationalists in the United States. Beginning with the brief exile
of Theobald Wolfe Tone, founder of Irish republican
nationalism, in Philadelphia on the eve of the bloody 1798
Irish rebellion, and concluding with the role of Bill Clinton's
White House in the historic 1998 Good Friday Agreement in
Northern Ireland, Brundage tells a story of more than two
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hundred years of Irish American (and American) activism in
the cause of Ireland. The book, though, is far more than a
narrative history of the movement. Brundage effectively
weaves into his account a number of the analytical themes
and perspectives that have transformed the study of
nationalism over the last two decades. The most important of
these perspectives is the "imagined" or "invented" character
of nationalism. A second theme is the relationship of
nationalism to the waves of global migration from the early
nineteenth century to the present and, more precisely, the
relationship of nationalist politics to the phenomenon of
political exile. Finally, the work is concerned with Irish
American nationalists' larger social and political vision, which
sometimes expanded to embrace causes such as the
abolition of slavery, women's rights, or freedom for British
colonial subjects in India and Africa, and at other times
narrowed, avoiding or rejecting such "extraneous" concerns
and connections. All of these themes are placed within a
thoroughly transnational framework that is one of the book's
most important contributions. Irish nationalism in America
emerges from these pages as a movement of great
resonance and power. This is a work that will transform our
understanding of the experience of one of America's largest
immigrant groups and of the phenomenon of diasporic or
"long-distance" nationalism more generally.
A masterful history of Ireland’s Easter Rising told through the
lives of ordinary people who forged a revolutionary
generation. On Easter Monday, 1916, Irish rebels poured into
Dublin’s streets to proclaim an independent republic.
Ireland’s long struggle for self-government had suddenly
become a radical and bloody fight for independence from
Great Britain. Irish nationalists mounted a week-long
insurrection, occupying public buildings and creating mayhem
before the British army regained control. The Easter Rising
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provided the spark for the Irish revolution, a turning point in
the violent history of Irish independence. In this highly original
history, acclaimed scholar R. F. Foster explores the human
dimension of this pivotal event. He focuses on the ordinary
men and women, Yeats’s “vivid faces,” who rose “from
counter or desk among grey / Eighteenth-century houses”
and took to the streets. A generation made, not born, they
rejected the inherited ways of the Church, their bourgeois
families, and British rule. They found inspiration in the ideals
of socialism and feminism, in new approaches to love, art,
and belief. Drawing on fresh sources, including personal
letters and diaries, Foster summons his characters to life. We
meet Rosamond Jacob, who escaped provincial Waterford for
bustling Dublin. On a jaunt through the city she might visit a
modern art gallery, buy cigarettes, or read a radical feminist
newspaper. She could practice the Irish language, attend a
lecture on Freud, or flirt with a man who would later be
executed for his radical activity. These became the roots of a
rich life of activism in Irish and women’s causes. Vivid Faces
shows how Rosamond and her peers were galvanized to
action by a vertiginous sense of transformation: as one
confided to his diary, “I am changing and things around me
change.” Politics had fused with the intimacies of love and
belief, making the Rising an event not only of the streets but
also of the hearts and minds of a generation.
This volume is an authoritative introduction to the history of
African Americans in US popular culture, examining its
development from the early nineteenth century to the present.
Kevern Verney examines: * the role and significance of race
in all major forms of popular culture, including sport, film,
television, radio and music * how the entertainment industry
has encouraged racism through misrepresentations and
caricatured images of African Americans. African Americans
have made a unique contribution to the richness and diversity
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of US popular culture. Rooted in African society and
traditions, black slaves in America created a dynamic culture
which continues to evolve. Present day hip-hop and rap
music are still shaped by the historical experience of slavery
and the ongoing will to oppose oppression and racism. Any
student of African-American history or cultural studies will find
this a fascinating and highly useful book.
Women in the fight for Ireland’s independence risked loss of
life and family for their cause. Here are the biographies of
sixty-five women activists, along with lists of those imprisoned
after the 1916 Rising and the more than seven hundred
women arrested during the Irish Civil War. They came from
every class in society—titled ladies, shop assistants, doctors,
housewives, laundry workers, artists, and teachers. Some
were married with children, others widowed, and some were
mere schoolgirls. Using historical records, interviews with
survivors and their families, and the women’s own prison
diaries, memorabilia, and writings, Sinéad McCoole vividly
recreates the characters, personalities, and courage of these
extraordinary women, many of whom served time in Ireland’s
most notorious prison, Kilmainham Gaol. Copublished with
the O’Brien Press, Dublin The Wisconsin edition is for sale
only in the United States, it's territories and dependencies,
Canada, and the Philippines.
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